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MARCELO SCANU

Argentina

Argentina saw a lot of exploration and many first ascents in 2014, but 
the area around Mendoza is the place to be these days, rather than 

the usual northern or central Andes. The steep granite towers and spires of 
Mendoza are being visited by a new generation of climbers.

Salta
Pirámide Alejandro Lewis. This fine, 4800m rocky pyramid is part of the 

Nevado de Cachi and is named for a late Argentine climber. It lies in the 
Quebrada de la Hoyada, on the way from Las Pailas. In November, Matias 
Cruz and Facundo Juárez Zapiola opened a new route, Trankahuasi (200m, 
F5+/F6b+). The routes is four pitches via a crack that takes a diagonal line 
on the left of the south wall, finishing to the summit by the west face. This 
was Juárez Zapiola’s second route here: in 2011 he climbed a line with 
Patricio Payrola on the south face (200m, F6a).

Catamarca
Sierra Nevada. On 5 November, after a difficult approach, an Argentine 

team ascended the highest unclimbed peak in the Argentine Sierra Nevada 
(6160m). The whole area is a desert, nothing but arid, rocky and barren 
territory; it is one of the most savage in all of Argentina and South America. 
The team was composed of Guillermo Almaraz, Eduardo Namur, Henri 
Barret, Walter Sinay and Claudio Recchia. Their line of ascent took the 
border of the East Glacier (Glaciar Este), with camps at 5180m and 5520m. 

La Rioja
Caldera del Inca. Caldera del Inca is a giant crater encircled by several 

6000m peaks. Basques Jabi Txibon, Joseba Txibon, Arkatu Etxeberria and 
Arkaitz Ibarra (the last being resident in Argentina) prepared for the traverse 
of the caldera peaks by acclimatising in Laguna Brava for several days as 
they waited for the strong winds to subside. On 25 February they began 
the traverse with the mighty Volcán Bonete Chico (6759m), climbing the 
main and north Summits. On the Cordón de los Pioneros, a ridge north of 
Bonete, they climbed the Pico Cichitti (6164m) and the Pico Bravo (6193m) 
(called Pico C and Pico B, respectively, by John Biggar’s book); both of 
these were on 27 February. On 2 March they established a base camp at 
5300m to ascend Pissis (c6800m), and the next day attempted the south-
east gully on one of the lower summits of Pissis (UPAME, 6790m) but 
only reached 6200m because of high winds. On 4 March, Jabi and Arkaitz 
reach the east summit, Ejército Argentino (6738m), at 5pm. The next day 

they camped at the base of the Gemelos after a difficult traverse in volcanic 
terrain with dry creeks and covered in loose volcanic ash. On 6 March they 
climbed Gemelos Norte (6110m) and Gemelos Sur; the latter peak is only 
two metres lower than the former but had remained unclimbed until that 
day. They took two more days to reach the base of Baboso (6078m), the 
volcano that finished the traverse to the huge crater. They climbed Baboso 
by the south ridge in very fierce winds.

Cerro Comecaballos. On 4 April, the virgin summit of Cerro Comecaballos 
(5199m), which is on the border with Chile, was ascended via its east face 
by Guillermo Almaraz, Eduardo Namur, Oscar Balmaceda and Gerardo 
Cano.

San Juan
Cordillera de Ansilta. In October, the well-known Argentine climbers 

Gabriel Fava and Wenny Sánchez ascended a route on an impressive 
needle in the Cordillera de Ansilta (San Juan Province). This ridge has 
seven principal peaks ranging between 5116m and 5996m.

The needle is found on the eastern side of the Pico 7 de Ansilta (5780m). 
Pico 7 is the southernmost peak of the range and is surrounded by glaciers. 
The brown granite spire, named Nico Made (c 4600m) is one of many that 
have recently been discovered. The route was christened Alegría (‘joy’ in 
Spanish, possibly a reference to the beautifully clean cracks) (230m, F6c). 
The pair descended the steep wall with eight rappels. It has been said that 
there are higher walls in the area, even as tall as 400 metres. To reach the 
needle from the town of Barreal, they rode 30 kilometres to the Estancia 
del Río Blanco, then walked two days and 18 kilometres to the base of the 
walls.

Mendoza 
Cerro Piramidal del Potrero Escondido. Argentines Lucas Amuchástegui, 

Juan Bautista Alonso and Pablo Laumann departed on 16 September from 
Punta de Vacas, reaching the Río Chorrillos (some 18 kilometres from 
the start) at 12pm. The next day they continued trekking the Quebrada de 
Chorrillos, on the third day reaching the first step that had very different 
conditions from what they had seen in photos from preceding years. This 
year they had deep snow, followed by mixed terrain and snow gullies. On 
the third rope length they arrived at a rock band but left it to the next day 
because of lack of time, leaving fixed ropes. On day four they climbed 
through the rock band and set up camp at 3800m at 3am. On the fifth 
day they camped at 4200m, and on the sixth Pablo and Lucas departed 
at 6.20am to traverse a 30º-60º glacier and a bergschrund. The wall they 
found had more deep snow and steepened up to 75º. The final rope length 
on the wall was also at 75º but in deep snow with little protection. They 
finally reached the summit (5386m) at 6.30pm but left after a few minutes 
because they could see a big storm approaching. They arrived safely at 
camp at 4.30am after getting lost in the complex route. In a two-day, 40 
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kilometre hike, doused by storm, they reached Punta de Vacas.
The 500m route has been named Alto Guiso (something like Good Stew 

in Argentine slang – the all day meal), rated D, 75º, AI3, M3/4. The moun-
tain has had two other ascents, the first one in 1965 from the west and 
another in 2005 from the Quebrada del Potrero Escondido.

Cerro Albardón del Potrero Escondido. This summit is part of the Cordón 
del Potrero Escondido – Los Clonquis, a nearly virgin zone. Argentines 
Adrián Petrocelli and Glauco Muratti departed from Punta de Vacas. 
Their approach involved 8-10 hours walking per day, every day interrupted 

by snowfall. They erected four camps and approached by the Quebrada 
Potrero Escondido.

The lack of winter snowfall, combined with hot conditions that season, 
made the terrain more difficult. The natural lines between the second, third 
and fourth camps (3300m, 3950m and 4500m) are normally couloirs with 
avalanche cones. This time, the lack of snow meant that there was only 
black ice or rotten ice waterfalls with objective danger – especially if one 
fell into the natural caves carved by the flowing water. Climbing protec-
tion was sparse. The last section was easy 40º snow. The pair reached the 
summit on 20 November as a storm approached the mountain. Nothing 
was found on the summit (5112m), verifying that the Spanish 1965 expedi-
tion hadn’t climbed the peak. They returned to Punta de Vacas in two days 
with the always-present afternoon snowfall.

Cajón de Arenales. In late October, Gabriel Fava and Wenny Sánchez 
ascended a new route on the c3300m Aguja El Marinero located in the 
Cajón de Arenales near Tunuyán (Mendoza). The route (200m, F7a) was 
called Libérate y Baila and takes a direct line in the centre of the spire’s south 
face through corners and splitter cracks.

Torres del Campanario. This 5090m tower has granite that is very similar 
to Patagonia, and some fine new lines were opened in March. An Argen-
tine expedition approached the tower in the Cordillera Frontal, erecting 
a camp at 4300m after dealing with a difficult scree zone that extends 
between 4100m and 4600m; they then crossed the Paso Tucson to establish 
base camp. Diego Nakamura and Lucas Alzamora opened Días de Insomnio 
(305m, F6c+/A0). Carloncho Guerra and Macarena Zanotti opened 
a route nearby calling it Che gil otario (350m, F7a). The two groups met 

Cerro Piramidal del Potrero Escondido (5386m). (Glauco Muratti) Cerro Albardón del Potrero Escondido (5112m). (Glauco Muratti)
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excellent granite, to the highest summit of Torres del Campanario. 
Torre Blanca de Ectelion. Diego Nakamura and partners have climbed 

many spires in the Sosneado group in these last years, finishing the last 
virgin spire in March. On Torre Blanca de Ectelion, which is on the east 
flank of Cerro de los Pantanos. Diego Nakamura and Lucas Alzamora 
ascended a route that they christened Chaparral (F5+/6a with a few moves 
of F6b). The 475m ascent took 10 pitches and they descended by a scree 
slope. This was their fourth attempt to climb this spire; the three previous 
were on the green line as shown on the photo but the last section had 
proved too insecure.

Cerro Negro Pabellón. Cerro 
Negro Pabellón (6086m, S 
33º 26' 59.9" W 69º 42' 09.7") 
is a rarely visited peak in the 
Cordón de las Delicias being 
the highest in the Cordillera 
Frontal of Mendoza prov-
ince. Prior to 2014, it had 
three ascents: the first in 1953 
by climbers from Mendoza 
(although it is not clear if they 
climbed the highest summit or 
the summit slightly east); Japa-
nese in 1969 and Mendozans 
again in 1984.

A expedition took place 
from 15 to 23 November. Argentines Lucas Gómez, Guillermo Ferri, 
Mauro Schmiedt and Diego Cavassa opened a new access from Portillo 
Argentino: 96.5 kilometres long with a total of 8081 metres of height gain. 
The other groups approached from the Río Tunuyán; this one came from 

on the summit of one of the three 
satellite peaks but did not continue 
to the highest peak, descending 
by another way where they found 
remains of previous attempts. 

Also in March, Luciano 
Fiorenza and Pablo Pontoriero 
were active in the same zone. They 
opened a line on Aguja El Topo 
that they called Gato con guantes...
escala mejor (180m, F6c). After 
ascending a tricky glacier well-
endowed with snow-covered peni-
tentes they reached Cerro Krakus 
(c4900m) to study the mountain. 
On 17 March they climbed No hay 
pìcaro sin suerte (300m, F6b) on 

Torres del Campanario (5090m). (Diego Nakamura)

Torre Blanca de Ectelion. Unfinished 
lines are previous attempts.  
(Diego Nakamura) 

Negro Pabellón (6086m). (Mauro Schmiedt)

Camp at 3300m. (Mauro Schmiedt)
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New Zealand

the Arroyo la Olla followed by the Arroyo Negro. They descended the Río 
Tunuyán on the return. Camp 2 was erected at 3920m and the group split 
in two. Gómez and Ferri ascended a virgin 5039m peak, calling it Cerro 
Bautismo. Schmiedt and Cavassa erected two more camps, the final one 
being camp 4 (S33º 29' 19.52" W 69º 42' 06.11"). On 20 November they 
departed at 6:30am, reaching the summit at 1:55pm by a variant of the 
Japanese route (north-west ridge) and on the summit found a cairn with 
an ice axe left by the 1984 expedition. On descent they reached their camp 
at 7:30pm.

Correction: In last year’s Notes I wrote about a first ascent of the Argentine 
face of Olivares del Límite (6220m), an enormous glaciated massif lying 
along the Argentine province of San Juan and the border with Chile. While 
there had been no record of ascents from Argentina, we now know that 
there had been some previous ascents because Glauco Muratti had left a 
record in the summit book. In some areas of Argentina, and in the Andes 
in general, there is still relatively little information regarding climbing 
activity.

On route with the false summit. Tupungato to the left. (Mauro Schmiedt)

New Zealanders were productive in the mountains again in 2014. Fiord-
land proved a popular venue, with much of the new route activity 

taking place in the Darran Mountains. A few notable ascents have also 
been recorded in the Mt Aspiring and Aoraki Mt Cook national parks.

Fiordland
The south face of Mt Suter, at the head of Falls Creek, fell at the hands 

of Ben Dare and Stephen Skelton. The pair climbed a grand couloir of ice 
that cleaves the imposing face from base to summit before enduring a cold 
bivouac and long descent. 

The NZAC Southland Section Darrans Winter Climbing Meet happened 
again, and was a success again. Jaz Morris, Allan Uren and Al Walker sent 
the Tunnel of Love on the Tunnel Bluffs. Reg Measures and Kieran Parsons 
got sucked into The Vortex (5, 10p), also on the Tunnel Bluffs. Karl Grea-
sley, Olivia Barron and Niall McLean did a new line left of Double Vision 
called Ptero-vision. Mike Buchanan and Jaz Morris wrapped up proceedings 
with a nifty little two-pitch line in the same vicinity as the aforementioned 
routes.

In February, Ben Dare and Daniel Joll did their second new route on the 
south face of Marian Peak; Mater Dei is grade 20 and 1000m long. Ben and 
Daniel also completed a variation to the original line on the south face of 
East Twin in March. Danilo Hegg, Max Olsen, Peter Wilson and James 
Thornton completed the first crossing from Mackay Creek into the Transit 
via a steep climb on the eastern side of the cirque at the head of the valley. 
In March, Stephen Skelton and Allan Uren ventured onto the south face 
of Barrier Peak and completed a new rock route. Sticking to the traditional 
naming convention for the face, they titled their climb the Uren/Skelton 
(19, 5–6p).

On 27–30 March, Guy McKinnon completed the first solo of the Kaipo 
Wall via the Range Rover Route, finding some real adventure along the way.

On 22–24 November 2013 Stanley Mulvany, Paula Macfarlane and 
Reece Mackenzie made the first ascent of the South Ridge of Mills Peak. 
Stanley, Paula and Reece also ventured onto Mitre Peak in winter to 
make the possible first winter ascent; it may be that Mike Berry previously 
climbed Mitre in winter.

In February, Kester Brown and Stephen Skelton got up The Little Hard 
Climb (I, 22, 4p) on the west side of the Petit Dur, and Russian Gas Pedal 
Direct (III, 20, 8p) on the west face of Taiaroa. Greg Jack, Troy Mattingley 
and Jean Tompkins got Chumped (I, 21, 3p), which is also on the west side 


